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1 The thesis of humility

The thesis is, roughly: ‘To the extent that we know of the properties of things only as role-occupiers, we have
not yet identified those properties. No amount of knowledge about what roles are occupied will tell us which
properties occupy which roles’ (p. 204). There will be three arguments, on slightly different premises:

(a): the permutation argument: that Humility applies to at least some fundamental properties; (Sections
3-4);

(b): the replacement argument: that if Humility applies to less than all the fundamental properties, we are
in no position to know this limitation; i.e. for all we know, Humility applies to all; (Section 5);

(c): that if Humility applies to most or all fundamental properties, then it spreads to a great range of less
than fundamental properties, intrinsic and extrinsic alike; (Section 6).
The landscape:– (i): Lewis echoes Kant, on Langton’s reading.

(ii) Of course, another adjacent tradition is structuralism; (cf. Hilbert on beer-mugs, and Poincare, and
Benacerraf ...). And another is Putnam’s permutation-arguments against ‘metaphysical realism’.

(iii) Another aspect, from the philosophy of language, becomes prominent towards the end (Sections 7, 8):
the prospects (and problems!) for Lewis’ descriptivism about reference.

2 Fundamental properties

Fundamental (aka: perfectly natural) properties (some monadic, some n-adic) are not at all disjunctive, con-
junctive, negative, determinable or structural. They are intrinsic and all intrinsic properties supervene on
them.

A true and complete “final theory” includes implicitly a true and complete inventory of the fundamental
properties that play an active role in the actual workings of the world. But such an inventory would omit idlers
and aliens.

3 Ramsification

Let T be the true and complete final theory. We assume it implicitly defines certain of its terms, viz. the
T -terms, or theoretical terms. See below for the exact meaning of implicit definition. The rest of the theory’s
language is O − language (O for ‘old’). It is interpreted, and is assumed rich enough to express all possible
observations.

So all fundamental properties, except idlers and aliens if such there be, are mentioned in T . Lewis assumes
(p. 206):—

(i): ‘that no fundamental properties are named in O-language, except as occupants of certain roles; in which
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case T will name them over again, and will say that the property named by so-and-so T -term is the occupant
of such-and-such role’;

(ii): ‘that at least two fundamental properties fall in the same category’ (e.g. two monadics).

T consists of the logical consequences of the postulate of T , which might be infinite; and which we write as
T (t1, ..., tn); where t1, ..., tn are all the theoretical terms. DL assumes (p. 206):—

(iii): ‘the T -terms are names’; (without loss of generality);
(iv): ‘no two T -terms name the same thing’; (without loss of generality)
(v): ‘for the most part T -terms name fundamental properties’.

Replacing T -terms by variables, we get a formula T (x1, ..., xn). An n-tuple that satisfies this formula with
respect to the actual world and the fixed interpretation of O-language is called an actual realization. Similarly,
Lewis defines a possible realization. Now we can define implicit definition. Namely, this means: having a unique
actual realization.

By the way: There is no problem about symmetries, except in extraordinarily symmetrical worlds—probably
unlike ours. For example, O-language has the resources to say that negative charge is found in the outlying
parts of atoms hereabouts; thus the theoretical roles of positive and negative charge are not purely nomological;
they are locational as well.

The Ramsey sentence is just the claim that T is realized: ∃x1, . . . ∃xnT (x1, . . . xn). The Ramsey sentence has
exactly same O-consequences as T ; i.e. it has as theorems exactly the same sentences containing only O-terms
as does T .

Since the O-language is rich enough to express all possible observations, and evidence for any proposition(s)
consists of it/them having some sort of predictive success vis-a-vis observations: any evidence for T is equally
evidence for its Ramsey sentence.

The structure of the first argument is now clear. Section 4 will argue that T has multiple possible realizations
(though as we have seen, only one actual realization). Then no possible observation can tell us which one is
actual: whichever one is actual, the Ramsey sentence will be true.

The theory T goes beyond its Ramsey sentence by adding the Carnap sentence: the truth-functional con-
ditional with the Ramsey sentence as antecedent and the postulate of T as consequent. So: if T is uniquely
realized (as we have taken a true and complete final theory to be), the Carnap sentence says that the T -terms
refer to the corresponding members of the unique realization. Note that:

(i) the postulate is logically equivalent to the conjunction of Ramsey sentence and Carnap sentence;
(ii) the Carnap sentence logically implies no O-sentences except logical truths.

4 Combinatorialism and quidditism

Consider the actual realization of T . Hold fixed those members, if any, of the n-tuple that are not fundamental
properties, or whose category contains a single member (i.e. themself). But permute the rest within their
categories to obtain a new n-tuple. It too is a realization of T .
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Now two premises complete the argument for humility. Combinatorialism implies that this realization is
possible; and quidditism implies that it is a different possibility than the given one.

Combinatorialism: Consider the distinct elements of a possibility. Combinatorialism says that subtraction
from, and-or re-arrangement of, and-or duplication of these elements yields a possibility. So combinatorialism
implies that possibility is preserved under permutation of items of the same category.

Quidditism: The idea is that properties have a “nature” that “goes beyond” their role. But to be precise:
this premise says that two possibilities can differ just by a permutation of fundamental properties. Example:
consider a permutation of two fundamental monadic properties F1, F2: F2 will be found in exactly those places
in the pattern of instantiation that correspond to the places where F1 was found originally.

Lewis briefly defends both premises, especially quidditism, mostly from the perspective of his realism about
possible worlds.

First (p. 210), he points out a difference between quidditism and its analogue for individuals, viz. haec-
ceitism. Thus: haecceitism, to be unmysterious, requires trans-world bilocation of individuals. Similarly,
quidditism, to be unmysterious, requires trans-world bilocation of properties. But haecceitism faces the prob-
lem that bilocated individuals have different intrinsic properties at their different locations. But bilocated
properties face no similar problem. (But agreed (p. 211): realism about possible worlds is compatible with
anti-quidditism, even in the strong form that says that no property is ever instantiated in two different worlds.)

Second (p. 211): Consider an actualist (in particular, linguistic ersatzer), for whom possible worlds are
constructions out of actual materials that “represent how things might be”. For her, haecceitist distinctions
involving actual individuals, and quidditist distinctions involving actually instantiated properties, can be easily
secured: let world W2 just say that individual b rather than a, or property G rather than F , occupies a certain
place. But of course the actualist cannot accept:

(i) distinctions involving alien individuals, i.e. unactualized individuals which cannot be described as
recombinations of actually existing parts; nor similarly

(ii) distinctions involving alien fundamental properties.
But Lewis himself firmly believes in alien individuals and alien fundamental properties.

5 A second argument for humility

Section 4’s permutation argument has: (i) the advantage of using only fundamental properties involved in the
actual workings of nature; and (ii) the drawback of applying only to fundamental properties whose categories
have more than one member. The replacement argument lacks both (i) and (ii).

The skeleton of the argument is just as before. We again replace properties in the unique actual realization
of T by others; with, again, combinatorialism implying that we thus get a possible realization, and quidditism
implying that it is different from the original. The novelty is that instead of permuting members of the original
realization, we draw instead on idlers and aliens. (As we saw in Section 3, all fundamental properties except
idlers and aliens are members of the unique actual realization.) Hence the argument lacks both (i) and (ii)
above.
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Lewis rehearses two reasons for believing in alien properties:
(a) the “upward” argument that there surely could have been more fundamental properties instantiated

than are actually instantiated;
(b) the “downward” argument that there surely could have been fewer fundamental properties instantiated

than are actually instantiated. Both arguments have force for a modal realist. But the downward argument
has no force for an actualist.

As to idlers, a modal realist has reason to believe in them: why should our world be special in lacking
them? But an actualist has no reason to believe in them. On the other hand, an actualist also has no reason to
disbelieve in them. So: whatever your metaphysics of modality, you should agree that for all you know there
may be an abundant supply of idlers. So for all you know the replacement argument using idlers may succeed.
That is, of course, enough for Humility, which is a thesis of irremediable ignorance.

6 Spreading humility

Consider a structural property: say, the property of being composed of an F bearing relation R to a G, where
F, R, G are fundamental. If the so-called F might be either F1 or F2, and R might be either R1 or R2, and G
might be either G1 or G2, then there are 23 = 8 different possibilities for what the structural property might
be.

Similarly for other, in particular more complicated, structural properties, and at least some truth-functional
compounds. So if Humility applies to some or all the fundamental properties, it also applies to very many more
properties.

Agreed, there are some exceptional truth-functional compounds to which Humility does not apply. Example:
we can identify the disjunction of the eight different structural properties that, in the above example, each might
be the property of being composed of an F bearing relation R to a G. Another example: even if we cannot
identify the property (fundamental or structural) that actually occupies a certain role, we can identify the
property of having whatever property it is that occupies that role. (Lewis adds: perhaps it is thanks to such
properties that O-language manages to be fully interpreted.)

7 Ineffable ignorance

Suppose we know of some property only as the occupant of a role, and that Humility applies to this property.
That is: we cannot know which property occupies that role. There is worse news: we cannot express the
alternatives between which we are ignorant.

Example: suppose Humility applies to the role of being the seventeenth member of the actual realization
of T . (That is shorthand! Spelling out that role might take a million pages...) Suppose for simplicity that
we are convinced here are no idlers or aliens (so we here use the permutation argument, not the replacement
argument), and that all members of the actual realization of T are fundamental, and are all in one category.
With these simplifying assumption, and n (n ≥ 17!) roles in T , there are n alternatives for being the actual
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occupant of the seventeenth role: viz. the n members of the n-tuple that is the actual realization. We can
express these alternatives as: (1) ‘the actual occupant of the first role’, ... (17) ‘the actual occupant of the
seventeenth role’, ... (n) ‘the actual occupant of the nth role’. But that is no help: we know that the true
alternative is (17), but still we do not know which description refers to which fundamental property.

(Lewis discusses this in terms of:
(i) possible answers to a question, e.g. saying that we cannot ask the question ‘which property occupies

that role?’
(ii) the issue of which sentence expresses which proposition, and
(iii) reference-fixing with ‘actual’ as a rigidifier.

But I have prescinded from that apparatus.)

8 Humility about qualia

Recall how a friend of qualia (call him Rudolf!) may endorse the Identification thesis: anyone acquainted with
a quale knows just which property it is. If Rudolf also says that all the actually instantiated fundamental
properties are qualia—which would not preclude (i) their occupying physical roles, as in panpsychism, nor
(ii) the true final theory being a physical theory—then on Rudolf’s view we can know the identities of the
fundamental properties—we need only become acquainted with them.

Lewis makes three points; the third seems the most important.
(1): He surveys which premises of the arguments for Humility Rudolf could, or should, or is most likely to,

reject.
(2): He rehearses his own materialist rejection of qualia, and of the Identification thesis in particular.
(3): He points out that even if some being (say God) had the power to become acquainted with, and so to

identify, all the fundamental properties (whether qualia or not), then nevertheless—by the argument of Section
7—He could not communicate it to us discursively. ‘If He wanted to remedy our ignorance, His only recourse
would be to impart to us His own power to identify properties by acquaintance’ (p. 218).
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